
Module 4: 
Build Relationships & Provide 

Support

(City), LA

(Date)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minute Facilitator says: Welcome back to the Mentor Training Course.  It is good to see everyone again. We hope your travels were easy. 



Facilitator Introductions

INSERT PHOTO INSERT PHOTO

<Insert name> <Insert name>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: As a quick reminder, I am [presenters introduce themselves and share a brief background].Facilitator does: Review logistics for training (restrooms, times, breaks, lunch, etc.) 



Mentor Training Course Goals
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• Build a strong relationship and effectively communicate with mentee, including 
providing ongoing support to mentee in a virtual space 

• Understand the mindset and needs of adult learners, including new teachers, and 
how they apply to the mentoring role

• Diagnose and prioritize mentee’s strengths and areas for growth in the areas of 
classroom management, instruction & understanding the unique needs of students 

• Design and implement a mentoring support plan to develop mentee knowledge 
and skills

• Monitor mentee’s progress and determine next steps for ongoing mentoring work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: Let’s just take a moment to remind ourselves about the overarching goals of the Mentor Training Course. In session 1 we really focused on goal one in building that strong relationship with our mentees. In session 2 we focused on goals 2 and 3. In session 3 we honed in on communicating effectively in goal 1 by learning about how to really listen and paraphrase. We also focused on goal 3 as we learned how to set goals with our mentee in a prioritized area. And in today’s session we will focus mainly on goals 1 and 4.   



The Mentoring Cycle
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Just as a reminder, this is the mentor cycle that we talk about in each session. This is the cycle that all of our work is grounded in.  The mentor cycle illustrates all of the components of your role as a mentor - the concrete actions you will take when working with your mentees. 



Today’s Agenda

• Welcome and outcomes
• Build Relationships

• Gordon’s Skill Development Ladder
• Provide Support
• Connect to Assessments
• Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: Review the session agenda.



Mutual Commitments

• Make the learning meaningful 
• Engage mentally and physically
• Notice opportunities to support the learning of others
• Take responsibility for your own learning 
• Own the outcomes
• Respect the learning environment of self and others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Let’s take a moment to reflect on our mutual commitments which can be found on page 3 of your handout. Scan through the commitments and identify one you are particularly proud of how well you kept it. Share with your shoulder partner. Listen for similarities and differences. Then identify one each of you intend to do better with in today’s session.Facilitator does: Give partners 2 minutes to discuss.



Module 4 Outcomes

• Use Gordon’s Skill Development Ladder as a tool to build 
awareness of self-efficacy for maintaining momentum

• Understand the different types of support a mentor can provide 
and when each is most appropriate to implement

• Explain how to effectively implement classroom support
• Explain how to effectively provide resources and act as a 

curriculum/instructional specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: Reminds participants that the outcomes appear on p. 4.



Takeaways and Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5-10 minutesFacilitator says: Before we get started with our content today, let’s review some of the takeaways and questions you shared out in your exit tickets at the end of Module 3.Facilitator does: Share the prioritized takeaways and questions and answer the questions.



Let’s Make a Date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: There are going to be different activities throughout today’s training during which we want you to have the opportunity to work with people who are not sitting with you at your table. You’ll get plenty of time to chat with the people at your table and your shoulder partners, but it will also be nice to get up and move and gain some insights from other colleagues in the room. Therefore we are going to ask that you make 4 dates for today: a 12 o’clock, 3 o’clock, 6 o’clock and 9 o’clock date with 4 different people that are not sitting at your table. When I say go, everyone will stand up and fill out their clocks on page 4 of your handout. You’ll add a person’s name to each time slot, you may even want to add in a description of what they look like or where they are sitting to help you remember who that person is, just in case. Once you have your whole clock filled out, you may take a seat.Facilitator does: Allow time for participants to complete their clocks. Help those who are missing certain time slots and can’t seem to find someone who also needs that same time slot find a date. 



Build Relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: We are revisiting Build Relationships today focusing on a different key component. As you know we revisit this part of the cycle often as it lies at the center of the cycle and is truly embedded in every other aspect of the cycle. 



Build Relationships: 3 Key Components

● Establish Trust
● Build Confidence
● Maintain Momentum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: In previous sessions we’ve focused on establishing strong, trusting relationship with your mentees and how to build confidence with having a growth mindset. Animate the slide. Today we are moving to the final key component, maintain momentum. We will examine a framework called Gordon’s Skill Development ladder and how it pertains to their work as mentors and building relationships.



Maintain Momentum with 
Gordon’s Skill Development Ladder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsTransition slide. 



Gordon’s Skill Development Ladder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 4 minutesFacilitator says: By a show of hands, how many of you have heard of Gordon’s skill development ladder? (adjust framing depending on number of participants who are familiar) Let’s watch a quick, informative video to give us some key points regarding this framework.Facilitator does: Play the video. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxO5ZJF2cPQ


Let’s zoom in on each level…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFACILITATOR NOTE: This slide animates to reveal one level of the ladder at a time as you move through the talking points. Facilitator does: Provide quick summary and example of the first level, unconsciously unskilled. Facilitator says: Those who are unconsciously unskilled do not know what they don’t know. This may have been how you were feeling about the mentor program prior to engaging in the first session. At that point you knew you were going to be a part of this mentor program thing, but really weren’t sure what it was all about and therefore didn’t know what you didn’t know. It can actually feel kind of good to be unconsciously unskilled because ignorance sometimes can be bliss.Facilitator does: Ask participants to think of a time professionally or personally where they may have been on this level of the ladder. Invite a few participants to share aloud with the group & how it made them feel to be in that state of development. Share your own experiences, professionally or personally, with being at this level. Animate the slide. Provide quick summary and example of the second level, consciously unskilled. Facilitator says: At this point in the ladder you know what you don’t know and sometimes that can feel a bit overwhelming. For example when you started to begin engaging in these mentor sessions it was probably very obvious that there was a lot to learn and a lot you didn’t know, but you also probably knew you needed to learn if you were going to be successful in the role. While this feeling can be scary, it is actually one of the best places to be in the ladder because it is the place where learning happens. Now that you know there are things you don’t know, you can begin to learn and grow and move up the ladder. Facilitator does: Ask participants to think of a time professionally or personally where they may have been on this level of the ladder. Invite a few participants to share aloud with the group & how it made them feel to be in that state of development. Share your own experiences, professionally or personally, with being at this level. Animate the slide. Provide quick summary and example of the third level, consciously skilled. Facilitator says: A consciously skilled person is someone who is deliberate in his or her actions, considers carefully what to do and when to do it. This is where we hope to get you by the end of our time together. Many of you are veteran teachers and experts in your craft. But we need to be ready to coach our mentees on good instructional practices and being deliberate in considering and explaining to mentees how and why we do something in the classroom. Facilitator does: Ask participants to think of a time professionally or personally where they may have been on this level of the ladder. Invite a few participants to share aloud with the group & how it made them feel to be in that state of development. Share your own experiences, professionally or personally, with being at this level. Animate the slide. Provide quick summary and example of the fourth level, unconsciously skilled. Facilitator says: An unconsciously skilled person is someone who is so experienced that most of his or her actions have become habitual and that person may not know what he or she is doing or why. Steve Barkley referred to this level as being, “in the zone.” While this is an awesome place to be as an experienced teacher, we really need to focus on being in that third level when working with our mentees so they can eventually reach this 4th level as well. Facilitator does: Ask participants to think of a time professionally or personally where they may have been on this level of the ladder. Invite a few participants to share aloud with the group & how it made them feel to be in that state of development. Share your own experiences, professionally or personally, with being at this level.



Maintain your own momentum

1. Complete the self-assessment in your handout. 

1. Turn to a shoulder partner & discuss:
• What does this tell you about yourself as someone learning to be a 

mentor teacher?
• How will knowing this information about yourself help you move 

forward in the learning process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Explain to participants that they will be given about 3 minutes to complete a self-assessment in their handout on page 8. Here they will see the skills we’ve learned so far in the mentoring program and will engage in a self-assessment on where they fall on the ladder with each skill. After three minutes, they will turn to their shoulder partner to discuss the questions that are on the slide. They can also find the discussion questions in their hand out on page X. After about 5 minutes of discussion time, bring participants back to whole group & invite a few participants to share out some key takeaways.



Help your mentee maintain their momentum

• Meet up with your 3:00 partner.
• In your handout on page 9, you’ll see two different statements a mentee 

could make if they were at each level of the ladder.
• Together, determine how you might respond using what you know about 

the ladder.
• Write a verbal response in the table.

How can understanding Gordon’s Skill Development Ladder 
help me in working with my mentee?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 12 minutesFacilitator does: Explain to participants that now that we’ve built our understanding of Gordon’s Skill Ladder and engaged in a self-assessment and reflection on where we fall on the ladder with different mentoring skills we are now going to turn our attention to how knowing this information will help them in working with their mentees (key question).Explain that participants will meet up with their 3:00 clock partner for this next activity. They will need to turn to page X in their handout. On this page there will be a table that will include 2 statements a mentee might make in relation to each level in the ladder. Partners are to discuss and work together to write a possible response using what they know about the specific ladder level. After 10 minutes bring the group back together to debrief.



Whole Group Debrief

How can understanding Gordon’s Skill Development 
Ladder help me in working with my mentee?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Highlight a few responses that you feel align to each level of the ladder.Point out how knowing the level the mentee is on in the ladder helps to frame a response that pushes thinking forward, helps the mentee maintain momentum, keeps things positive, etc., based on where the mentee is for that particular skill.Instruct participants to return to their seats and thank their 3:00 partners.



How does it all connect?

How does Gordon’s Skill Development Ladder connect to the other 
components we’ve learned about in the Build Relationships component of 

the Mentor Cycle?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Remind participants about all of the things they’ve learned thus far about building relationships with mentees i.e. establishing trust, having partnership agreements, & growth mindset. Now we want participants to think about how all of these topics connect to Gordon’s skill ladder and the overall component of the mentor cycle, build relationships. Have participants jot down some initial thoughts in their handouts on page 10. Then ask them to share their thoughts with a shoulder partner.Listen in on conversations and invite a few strong responses to share aloud with the group. Make sure that participants understand that even with starting strong with partnership agreements and developing the idea of growth mindset, mentees may struggle with the time and work it takes to grow their skills. Understanding Gordon’s Skill Ladder can help mentees maintain their momentum in building their skills as new teachers.If it doesn’t come up from the participants, you can share the idea that they can share Gordon’s Skill Ladder directly with their mentee to help their mentee understand where they are with a particular skill they are learning and how they are going through a normal progression that all people go through when they learn new skills



Summarize the learning

Jot down 1 or 2 sentences that summarize your learning from this 
part of the session. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Invite participants to jot down 1 or 2 sentences in their handouts on page 10 that will help them summarize/solidify their learning from this section of the presentation. This is purely a self-reflection activity, no sharing out necessary.



Key Takeaway

Gordon’s Skill Development Ladder is 
a tool mentors can use to maintain 
mentee momentum as they learn 

and grow.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



Provide Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says:  The next part of our session we are moving to the Coach part of the mentor cycle - Honing in on Provide Support. Let’s take a look at the mentor cycle to see where this falls. 



The Mentoring Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: animate the slide. As you can see we are skipping Create Plan for now and jumping over to Provide Support. The reason for this is so that you know the different kinds of support you can include in your mentoring plan. Then later on we will back up and learn how to actually write the mentoring plan. So by the end of this session you’ll be ready to write a mentoring plan to support your mentee and you’ll be ready to implement the different kinds of support in the mentoring plan. 



Provide Support: 3 Key Components

● Classroom supporter
● Resource provider
● Curriculum/Instructional specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Go over the 3 key components of provide support. Explain that these 3 key components are a little different from previous key components in previous parts of the cycle. In most cases the three key components are in a particular order for a 1-2-3 step process. For provide support, explain that these 3 key components are focused on 3 different types of support they could provide for their mentees. Tell participants you will be starting with the first type of support, classroom supporter.(animate slide). 
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Classroom supporter

Purpose: influence teacher practice 
and the implementation of new 
strategies so that student learning 
increases.

Where support occurs: within the 
classroom while students are 
present.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Explain to participants that we will spend the most time on the classroom supporter component because this is one of the supports that has maximum impact on teacher practice. Review the purpose of this role and where this type of support mostly occurs. 
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Three levels of classroom support

Modeling Co-teaching
Observation 

with feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: Review the 3 levels of classroom support that mentors can provide: modeling, co-teaching, & observation with feedback. Let participants know that we will dive into each type of support in more detail. 
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Let’s Jigsaw

1. With your trio, decide who will become the “expert” for each type of 
classroom support:
• Modeling (p. 12-13)
• Co-Teaching (p. 13-14)
• Observation with Feedback (p. 14-15)

2. Read about your chosen topic.
3. As a group, complete the chart in the handout on page 16 for your 

assigned support.
4. Be ready to teach your fellow group members about your type of support.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 12 minutesFacilitator does: Group participants in trios. Review the instructions on the slide for the activity participants will engage in next. Each group member will  read about one of the three supports (modeling, co-teaching, or observation with feedback). Participants can find the excerpts to read on pages 12-15 of their handout. As participants read about their assigned support, they should complete their part of the chart in their handouts on page 16 to the best of their abilities letting them know that they’ll have time to return to the chart to add or make changes. They will have 10 minutes to read their assigned excerpt and complete their part of the chart before returning to the whole group for further instructions. At this point they are not sharing anything with their group members yet. 
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Jigsaw Share: Modeling

• Modeling group member ONLY:
• Share your new learning with group 

members

• Refer to the table you completed in the 
handout.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Explain to participants that now we will start digging into each of these 3 types of classroom supports in further detail starting with Modeling. Trios will get back together and the person who learned about Modeling will have about 5 minutes to share their information with their group members before pulling everyone back together.Be sure that participants understand that ONLY the modeling person will share at this point
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Which method aligns best?

When the mentee is… The mentor may... The stance the mentor takes 
is...

acquiring new content or instructional 
practices

support through modeling the new content or 
instructional practice in the classroom with 
students

Directive stance as a 
consultant/knowledgeable 
other/expert

ready to implement new content and/or 
practices with support

partner with the mentee by co-teaching with 
them in the classroom with students

Collaborative stance as a 
colleague/partner

ready to implement new content and/or 
practices independently

support through conducting an observation for 
reflective self-analysis

Non-directive stance as a 
mediator for reflection
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Based on the work of J. Killion and C. Harrison from Taking the 
Lead.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: As we begin to dig into each of the three types of classroom supports we want you to make connections to those mentor stances we’ve talked about in previous sessions. Facilitator does: Quickly review the three stances & explain how they may start to make connections that each one of these supports nicely aligns to one specific stance. Animate to reveal the first row in the visual.Review the information in the first row making connections to what participants just read and review in the modeling excerpt. Connect to the gradual release model and how this type of support is similar to the “I do” in a classroom teaching students. 
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Modeling

● Share with students what this growth opportunity is
● Make your thinking & decision making visible
● Step in and out of the teacher role vs. mentor role
● Amplify the thing you are modeling: make it visible, BIG, and obvious
● Encourage mentee to watch how students respond to the instruction
● The mentee should be actively engaged using a look-fors checklist

that you create together
● Remember you don’t have to model an entire lesson - keep it focused!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: These are some key tips to keep in mind when conducting a model lesson or activity that you co-planned with your mentee.Facilitator does: Inform participants that these tips can be found on page 17 of their handout with space to take additional notes. Facilitator says: One thing you can do prior to starting is sharing with the students about what’s going on - who you are and why you’re there about to teach them. This supports what we’ve discussed in previous sessions about growth mindset. This shows the students that teachers are learners too and their teacher has a goal, something they are working on to get better at and you are there to help them to accomplish it.Remember to make your thinking and decision making as explicit as possible for the mentee who is observing you. For example if you are modeling how to effectively facilitate an application task so students are able to choose a solution pathway, and you see that some students are able to choose a solution pathway but others aren’t you might say to the mentee, “Let’s look at how David solved the problem. I’m thinking that maybe if he shares his thinking on how he approached the task, it will spark some other ways to solve the problem for a few other of our classmates.”  Another way to make your thinking and decision making more visible to the mentee during the actual model lesson or activity is to take time to step in and out of the teacher role and the mentor role. You would want to let students know ahead of time that at times during this activity you are going to pause your teaching to discuss some things you are doing with their teacher. Tell the students it’s their job to wait and even listen in if they’d like. Students love being on the “inside” of the conversation. This supports what you already shared with students before the lesson started that teachers are learners too and we are all working to improve. Some sentence starters are shared on page 13 of your handout to help guide when you may want to step in and out of the model piece to make sure you are being as explicit as possible with your decision making. This means you will want to really amp up the specific thing you are modeling - make it big and obvious!You also want to encourage the mentee to not only watch you and what you are doing, but also to watch for how the students respond to the instruction. The mentee should watch to see the interaction between what the teacher does and what students do as a result. The mentee should be actively engaged in the observation process using a look-for checklist. We’ll discuss creating that during a co-planning conversation in a little while.Also, you don’t have to model an entire lesson if not needed to meet the purpose or goal of the intervention. Keep it focused! For example, if your mentee is new to transitioning students between activities and really needs to see you model how to do that, just model that part, while they teach the rest of the lesson.  On the other hand, if they need to see an entire lesson from start to finish, you can model that as well.
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Get a peek into modeling in action

● With your trios…
● Read the transcript together.
● Discuss:

○ What do you notice?
○ What do you wonder?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator does: Participants will work in their trios to read a transcript from the actual modeling of a lesson. We will use the “Notice and Wonder” protocol.As they read the transcript, participants should take note of things they notice and wonder regarding how the mentor and mentee engaged in a model lesson together. After about 10 minutes bring the group back together and ask participants to share their noticings and wonderings with the large group.
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Let’s reflect

• How comfortable are you feeling about engaging in modeling for your 
mentee?

• When might you choose this method of support with your mentee?

• What pieces do you need additional practice with before feeling 
comfortable to model a lesson for your mentee?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Give participants just a few minutes here to engage in private reflection on modeling by jotting down thoughts to the questions on the slide in their handouts on page 20 simply for themselves, not to share out. The reflection moment is a great chance to remind the mentors that they are likely at the “consciously unskilled” step of Gordon’s Skill Ladder for this skill, which can be an uncomfortable place to be, but if they can begin practicing it, they will begin to feel consciously skilled.



BREAK!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutes
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Three levels of classroom support

Modeling Co-teaching
Observation 

with feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Welcome participants back from break & tell them that next you’ll be diving into co-teaching.
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Jigsaw Share - Coteaching

• Return to trios for about 5 
minutes.

• Co-teaching group member 
ONLY:
• Share your new learning with 

group members.
• Refer to the table you 

completed in the handout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Have participants return to the trios they jigsawed the three types of classroom supports from earlier.  Now it is time for the co-teaching person to share what they learned and wrote in the table in the handout for their group.Return to the whole group after about 5 minutes of sharing.
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Which method aligns best?

When the mentee is… The mentor may... The stance the mentor takes 
is...

acquiring new content or instructional 
practices

support through modeling the new content or 
instructional practice in the classroom with 
students

Directive stance as a 
consultant/knowledgeable 
other/expert

ready to implement new content and/or 
practices with support

partner with the mentee by co-teaching with 
them in the classroom with students

Collaborative stance as a 
colleague/partner

ready to implement new content and/or 
practices independently

support through conducting an observation for 
reflective self-analysis

Non-directive stance as a 
mediator for reflection
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Based on the work of J. Killion and C. Harrison from Taking the 
Lead.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: This is the same visual shared earlier with the modeling section of the presentation. Now you will animate to reveal the second row in the table. Review the information in the second row making connections to what participants just read and review in the co-teaching excerpt. Connect to the gradual release model and how this type of support is similar to the “We do” in a classroom teaching students. 
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Co-teaching defined

“Two teachers working together with groups of students; sharing 
the planning, organization, delivery, and assessment of instruction 

as well as the physical space.”

(Bacharach, Heck, & Dahlberg in Murphy & Scantlebury, 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: Read the definition for co-teaching on the slide. The “two teachers” in our work are the mentor and mentee.
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Types of Co-teaching

• One teaches, one 
observes students

• One teaches, one assists
• Station teaching
• Parallel teaching
• Supplemental teaching
• Alternative or 

differentiated teaching

Team Teaching

● Jigsaw
● Whisper-in
● Teach, pause, discuss
● Share roles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 8 minutesFacilitator says: There are a variety of types of co-teaching. When using co-teaching as a mentor strategy, it’s hard to tell who the mentee is and who the mentor is, because both are engaged and involved partners in the delivery of the lesson.  Co-teaching is a really exciting mentoring practice because there are so many different variations that you can use based on your mentee’s needs.  Facilitator does: Quickly read through the list on the left hand side of the slide. Let participants know they are welcome to do some self-guided learning about the types listed here on their own but that these types of co-teaching aren’t fantastic for mentoring because the mentor and mentee aren’t close enough together - either physically or mentally - to learn together. They’re better for co-teaching situations like when an ELL teacher and a gen ed teacher are teaching in a room together.For today’s purposes we are going to hone in on 4 types of Team Teaching, which is a type of co-teaching that works very well for mentoring.Invite participants to refer to the information about the four types of team teaching in their handout on page 20. They will have some time to read through the information to learn more about the four types listed on the right hand side of the slide. Have participants jot down any questions, connections, or key ideas as they read through the information. After 5 minutes, have participants vote by show of hands using the following questions: Which team teaching strategy are you most familiar with?Which team teaching strategy would you feel the most comfortable trying out immediately?Which team teaching strategy would be the most difficult for you to engage in?Facilitate a short discussion.



Co-Teach the Lesson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 8 minutesFacilitator says: This video is a great example of team teaching in action, specifically the sharing roles method. The video also interviews the mentor and mentee teachers so they can share the benefits of team teaching and why they both see it being a powerful and impactful learning experience for them and their students. As you watch the video, take note on the benefits of team teaching that they share. Facilitator does: Play the video. It is about 4 minutes long. Participants can take notes on page 21 of the handout if they’d like.Facilitator says: With your 9:00 partner, take 2 minutes to share what you heard about some of the benefits of the team teaching model. Facilitator does: Circulate to listen in on conversations. After 2 minutes, have a few participants share out some of the benefits they heard in the video with the whole group. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVeFjRdSH3c
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Let’s reflect

• How comfortable are you feeling about engaging in co-teaching for your 
mentee?

• When might you choose this method of support with your mentee?

• What pieces do you need additional practice with before feeling 
comfortable to co-teach a lesson for your mentee?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Give participants just a few minutes here to engage in private reflection on co-teaching by jotting down thoughts to the questions on the slide in their handouts on page 21 simply for themselves, not to share out. The reflection moment is a great chance to remind the mentors that they are likely at the “consciously unskilled” step of Gordon’s Skill Ladder for this skill, which can be an uncomfortable place to be, but if they can begin practicing it, they will begin to feel consciously skilled.
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Three levels of classroom support

Modeling Co-teaching
Observation 

with feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Tell participants that next you’ll be diving into observation with feedback.
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Jigsaw Share - Observation with feedback

• Return to trios for about 5 
minutes.

• Observation with Feedback 
group member ONLY:
• Share your new learning with 

group members.
• Refer to the table you 

completed in the handout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Have participants return to the trios they jigsawed the three types of classroom supports from earlier.  Now it is time for the observation with feedback person to share what they learned and wrote in the table in the handout for their group.Return to the whole group after about 5 minutes of sharing.
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Which method aligns best?

When the mentee is… The mentor may... The stance the mentor takes 
is...

acquiring new content or instructional 
practices

support through modeling the new content or 
instructional practice in the classroom with 
students

Directive stance as a 
consultant/knowledgeable 
other/expert

ready to implement new content and/or 
practices with support

partner with the mentee by co-teaching with 
them in the classroom with students

Collaborative stance as a 
colleague/partner

ready to implement new content and/or 
practices independently

support through conducting an observation for 
reflective self-analysis

Non-directive stance as a 
mediator for reflection
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Based on the work of J. Killion and C. Harrison from Taking the 
Lead.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: This is the same visual shared earlier with the modeling  and co-teaching sections of the presentation. Now you will animate to reveal the final row in the table. Review the information in the third row making connections to what participants just read and review in the observation with feedback excerpt. Connect to the gradual release model and how this type of support is similar to the “You do” in a classroom teaching students. 
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Observation with feedback

The act of observing is the same. 
The purpose of the observation is different. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: We’ve now learned about two types of observations. You conduct an observation at the beginning of the mentor cycle when you’re trying to determine your mentee’s needs. But you can also do an observation when a mentee has been practicing an instructional practice and is ready for some specific feedback. Facilitator does: Ask participants what is the same about these two processes and what is different about these two processes? Share with the whole group a few responses.Facilitator says: Animate the slide. The act of observing is the same, however the purpose of the observation is different. 
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Let’s reflect

• How comfortable are you feeling about engaging in observation with 
feedback for your mentee?

• When might you choose this method of support with your mentee?

• What pieces do you need additional practice with before feeling 
comfortable to do an observation with feedback for your mentee?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Give participants just a few minutes here to engage in private reflection on observation with feedback by jotting down thoughts to the questions on the slide in their handouts on page 21 simply for themselves, not to share out. The reflection moment is a great chance to remind the mentors that they are likely at the “consciously unskilled” step of Gordon’s Skill Ladder for this skill, which can be an uncomfortable place to be, but if they can begin practicing it, they will begin to feel consciously skilled.
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All 3 levels involve…

Co-Planning

Modeling

Co-teaching

Observation 
with 

feedback

Debriefing? ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Now that we’ve learned about all three types of classroom support - let’s talk about things they all three have in common. There is always something that precedes the support and that follows the support. Any guesses on what these actions/steps may be?Animate to reveal “co-planning” and “debriefing.”One thing that is constant, no matter which method you choose, is that they both start with co-planning and end with debriefing.  This is because co-planning is when you and your mentee will determine exactly what will happen during the lesson being modeled, co-taught, or observed, and debriefing is when you will reflect, look at student work and data, and plan forward, much like you did when you conducted your observation to diagnose their needs. Skipping co-planning means setting the support up to fall flat on its face, and skipping the debrief means not codifying the learning.So now let’s start by digging into what exactly happens during a co-planning session that would precede you utilizing the modeling support with your mentee.



● Revisit logistical agreements
● Confirm the purpose/goal of the lesson and 

connection to SMART goal
● Confirm that you’re modeling
● Make thinking visible as you co-plan what the 

lesson requires to be successful
● Create a “look-fors” checklist based on the 

goal of the model lesson and the SMART goal

Co-Planning for modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesNote: The bullets included on the slide are listed on page 22 of the handout.Facilitator says: Co-planning takes place when you are ready to model best practices for your mentee. Before you engage in modeling, you’ll co-plan what will happen during the lesson. When you meet with your mentee to co-plan the instruction for the model lesson or activity, the first thing you’ll want to do is confirm the logistics. These logistics include the date, time, location, length of the model lesson or activity, and when you will meet to debrief. Next, you will want to confirm the purpose or the goal of the model lesson and make a clear connection to how the model will support the mentee in meeting his or her SMART goal. The purpose of you modeling a lesson or activity for the mentee should have a clear connection to their goal. Make sure you and your mentee are on the same page - that you are modeling, and that your mentee understands what that means - that you will be demonstrating something for them.As you plan the lesson or activity, err on the side of being very metacognitive.  Make your thinking as visible as possible. What are you going to do in the lesson? Why are you going to do it? Why not do something different?  This will help your mentee gain insights from your decision making process when it comes to the purpose of the lesson and the area of their SMART goal. More on this bullet in a minute.The last, and probably the most important piece of co-planning before modeling is to develop a “look-fors” checklist for the mentee to complete during the model lesson specific to the purpose/skill the mentor is modeling for the mentee. This keeps the mentee actively engaged during the demonstration and helps him or her hone in on the specific skills they are looking to improve upon in regards to their SMART goal.



Common Planning Support Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Turn to page 23 in your handout and you’ll find the Department’s Common Planning Time Support Tool. Hopefully this tool looks familiar to you. When we talk about making our thinking visible to our mentees as we co-plan it is good to keep these indicators and teacher actions in mind as well. Depending on which subject area you are supporting your mentee in, you can also look to page 2 of this document (animate the slide) which lists specific, best practices for planning in certain subject areas. Take a few minutes to look over the two pages of this document. Highlighting key phrases and ideas. Facilitator does: After 2 minutes, continue the discussion.Facilitator says: While you may not do all of these things in one co-planning session with a mentee, this is a document you want to have handy for when you are thinking aloud prior to a model, so you are making sure to demonstrate these best practices firsthand. 



Sample Look-fors checklist

● What do you notice?

● What do you wonder?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Have participants take a few minutes to look over a sample look-fors checklist for a model lesson a mentor could conduct for their mentee on page 24 in their handout. Remind them that they learned about look-fors checklist when they learned how to conduct an observation.Some points you might bring up:As when the mentee used it for an observation, the look-fors checklist focuses the eye of the person watching. It is a great way to keep the mentee engaged in what is going on - and the notes they take on it will be very helpful when debriefing the lesson.Some mentees like to have a copy for themselves to jot notes on during the lesson, although when you are first modeling you will probably be so focused on “getting” modeling “right” that you won’t have the mental capacity to do this. This is because at first as you try modeling you’ll be consciously unskilled and as you practice you’ll move to consciously skilled.  But remember in the future that when you are ready, you can take notes on it as well.After a few minutes, invite participants to share noticings and wonderings aloud with the whole group.Possible things they should notice:It is very simple, unfancy.It is specific and includes observable behaviors.There is space for the mentee to jot down notes.It is tightly focused on the SMART goalPossible things they might wonder:How did they come up with these look-fors?How many look-fors should be included?If you think it will help the group build understanding of the look-fors checklist, answer the wonderings and/or pose them to the group to discuss.



Co-planning for modeling transcript

● Meet up with 12:00 partner.
● Read the transcript together of a co-planning conversation.
● Review the look-fors developed as a result of the co-planning 

conversation. (p. 24)
● Discuss key takeaways & any lingering questions you still have 

about co-planning for modeling
○ What connections do you see to the common planning 

support tool?
● Be ready to share with the whole group. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 12 minutesFacilitator does: Set up the next activity using the instructions on the slide. Participants will work with their 12:00 partner to read a transcript of a co-planning conversation for a model lesson and review the corresponding look-fors checklist that was created as a result of that conversation. Partners should discuss any key takeaways and any lingering questions they still have about co-planning.After about 10 minutes bring the group back together and ask participants to share any key takeaways about co-planning and use this time to answer any of their lingering questions at this point. 



Co-Planning for Co-teaching
• Revisit logistical agreements
• Confirm the purpose/goal of the lesson and connection to 

SMART goal
• Create a “look-fors” checklist for BOTH to use based on 

the goal of the lesson & SMART goal
• Confirm that you are co-teaching and select best model 

for co-teaching to achieve student and teacher learning 
outcome (jigsaw, whisper-in, teach-pause-discuss, share 
roles)

• Make thinking visible as you co-plan what the lesson 
requires to be successful
• Including any tweaks you need to make to integrate 

your chosen co-teaching model

What’s the same? 
What’s different?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesNote: The bullets included on the slide are listed on page 27 of the handout.Facilitator says: Now we are going to be thinking about co-planning in the context of a co-teach lesson instead of a model lesson. Facilitator does: Inform participants that you’ll review the information on the slide and as you do this they should be thinking about what is the same and what is different about co-planning for a model lesson and co-planning for a co-taught lesson. Be ready to share their thoughts.Facilitator says: When you co-plan instruction that will utilize the co-teaching method, many of the things you discuss will be the same as when you co-plan instruction that will utilize modeling - such as revisiting your partnership agreements, confirming the purpose of the lesson and how the work you’ll do connects to the smart goal, and creating a look-fors checklist. When modeling, the look-fors checklist is mainly used by the mentee; when co-teaching, the look-fors checklist will be used by both mentor and mentee. This is because you will both have moments when you are not taking the lead. In those moments, you can be jotting notes on the look-fors checklist.Some of the things you’ll co-plan will be slightly different.  For example, you’ll need to select the model of co-teaching that best meets the needs of the students and your mentee.  Also, when you make your thinking visible as you co-plan whatever is needed for the lesson to be successful, you might need to tweak the lesson slightly to make it work for the co-teaching method you choose, such as clearly delineating different parts if you’re going to jigsaw it.Facilitator does: Now ask participants to share things that are similar about co-planning for both modeling and co-teaching. Then invite responses to what is different about co-planning for modeling and co-teaching.



Co-planning for Co-teaching transcript

● Meet back up with 12:00 partner.
● Read the transcript together of a co-planning conversation.
● Review the look-fors developed as a result of the co-planning 

conversation. (p. 29)
● Discuss key takeaways & any lingering questions you still have 

about co-planning for co-teaching
○ What connections do you see to the common planning 

support tool?
● Be ready to share with the whole group. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 12 minutesFacilitator does: Set up the next activity using the instructions on the slide. Participants will work again with their 12:00 partner to read a transcript (p.27-28) of a co-planning conversation and review the corresponding look-fors checklist that was created as a result of that conversation. Partners should discuss any key takeaways and any lingering questions they still have about co-planning.After about 10 minutes bring the group back together and ask participants to share any key takeaways about co-planning and use this time to answer any of their lingering questions at this point.Facilitator says: One thing you should have noticed in this co-planning transcript is that the mentor and mentee actually engaged in doing math or reading together as they were co-planning.  This is a great example of doing whatever co-planning the lesson needed to be successful, and also a great example of how co-planning can be a great time to make progress towards achieving the SMART goal! Another thing you should have noticed is that the mentor is using several different team teaching structures, as needed by the lesson and the mentee’s needs.



Co-Planning for Observation & Feedback

• Revisit logistical agreements

• Confirm the purpose/goal of the lesson and connection to 

SMART goal

• Create a “look-fors” checklist for mentor to use based on 

the goal of the lesson and the SMART goal

• Prompt the mentee to make their thinking visible as you 

co-plan what the lesson requires to be successful What’s the same? 
What’s different?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesNote: The bullets included on the slide are listed on page 30 of the handout.Facilitator says: Finally, we are going to be thinking about co-planning in the context of doing an observation and feedback.Facilitator does: Inform participants that you’ll review the information on the slide and as you do this they should be thinking about what is the same and what is different about co-planning for this third type of support. Be ready to share their thoughts.Facilitator says: When you co-plan for observing and giving feedback, you will still want to revisit your partnership agreements, confirm the purpose of the lesson and how the work you’ll do connects to the smart goal, and create a look-fors checklist. Now, the look-fors checklist is used by the mentee.Also, you are now there as more of mediator or reflective partner for your mentee as they plan. So you’ll want to prompt and guide them to make their thinking visible as you co-plan whatever is needed for the lesson to be successful.Facilitator does: Now ask participants to share things that are similar about co-planning for both modeling and co-teaching. Then invite responses to what is different about co-planning for modeling and co-teaching. 



Co-planning for Observation transcript

• Meet back up 12:00 partner one final time.
• Read the transcript together of a co-planning conversation.
• Review the look-fors developed as a result of the co-planning 

conversation. (p. 32)
• Discuss key takeaways & any lingering questions you still have 

about co-planning for co-teaching.
• Be ready to share with the whole group. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 12 minutesFacilitator does: Set up the next activity using the instructions on the slide. Participants will work again with their 12:00 partner to read a transcript (p. 30-31) of a co-planning conversation and review the corresponding look-fors checklist that was created as a result of that conversation. Partners should discuss any key takeaways and any lingering questions they still have about co-planning.After about 10 minutes bring the group back together and ask participants to share any key takeaways about co-planning and use this time to answer any of their lingering questions at this point.



Debrief

Co-Planning

Modeling

Co-teaching

Observation 
with 

feedback

Debriefing

COMING 
SOON!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: As we mentioned earlier, the third step in the process when supporting mentees through any of these classroom supports is to debrief. We will discuss what this debrief looks like in great detail in our next module. But we put this slide in here as a placeholder and reminder that a debrief should ALWAYS follow any classroom support. 



Location Time

Lesson “bite size” Group size

Overcoming Barriers

Consider the following:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: I can imagine that some of you have already begun to identify challenges you will have with providing the different classroom supports. For example, you are wondering how you are going to be able to schedule co teaching or model teaching if you are not available when it is the best time for the mentee.  One thing that may help you determine how to manage this key component of the mentor role is to think outside of the box in four areas: location, time, lesson “bite size”, and size of student group.  By thinking creatively about the format your classroom support takes, you’ll be more likely to be able to provide the support your mentee needs.  So let’s look at each of these four areas.Facilitator does: Inform participants that as we discuss each area they can be thinking about their own situation and what comes to mind for them as something they can think creatively about in each area to make providing classroom support work for them. They can record notes on page 33 of their handout.Animate the slide to highlight the first area, location.Facilitator says: The location of a model or co-teach lesson can be the mentee’s classroom, but it doesn’t have to be. You can also welcome the mentee to your own classroom and model or co-teach there with your students.  Or you might  go to another’s teachers classroom - perhaps a colleague who has a similar class to your mentee or has been excelling in the content or pedagogy the mentee is focusing on and trying something in that neutral classroom feels less risky. Obviously virtual teaching right now would fall under this area, but we will talk more about that in a few minutes.Animate the slide to highlight the next area, time.Time can also be a concern.  Maybe your schedule and your mentee’s schedules don’t align.  For example, maybe you both teach math at the same time, and you are never free to observe her math lessons. Consider ideas to get the time you need to observe her - here are a few -- we suspect your colleagues in the room will have others for you: 1) Ask principal to cover for you or get you a sub for certain days/times to support your work with the mentee; Ask a colleague who is free to cover your class and perhaps you return the favor in the future; Practice with another group of students during times when you are both free, such as over lunch. Animate the slide to highlight the third area, bite size.You also shouldn’t feel like you always have to model or co-teach an entire lesson. Zoom in on the one or two things your mentee is working on, and focus your modeling or co-teaching there. For example, if the SMART goal you are working on together has to do with facilitating application tasks in math, maybe you only model or co-teach that part of the lesson when students are engaging in application of a concept the mentee has already previously taught. Animate the slide to highlight the final area, group size.And finally, you do not have to do all of your modeling or co-teaching with the whole class. Your mentee may have goals that are best practiced with a small group.  Perhaps most of the students are able to apply their knowledge to another situation and it’s just a small group of kiddos still struggling with that concept, so therefore you and your mentee are co-teaching a small group of students.  This broadens the goals you can work on with your mentee to include things that only some of the students need to work on, and can feel less risky for some mentees.



LUNCH!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 45 minutes



Provide Support: 3 Key Components

● Classroom supporter
● Resource provider
● Curriculum/Instructional specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Tell participants you are moving on to the next key component, resource provider. Also take this opportunity to let participants know that the second and third key components are not as “heavy” as the first one. We will go through these two much faster (animate slide). 
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Personal Connection

Think of a time when a more skilled colleague shared a resource 
with you that really impacted your practice.

Briefly share this experience with a shoulder partner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Give participants 1 minute to think about the prompt on the slide. Then ask them to share a little bit about the experience they were thinking of with a shoulder partner. Some key points to hopefully come out of this conversation include:By sharing a successful resource, trust was created between parties as the resource provider solved a problem This colleague was now a “go-to” for strong, impactful resources.The sharing of a strong, successful resource jump started a coaching/mentoring relationship and grew into other types of support.
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Resource Provider

• Helps teachers access and use resources for planning, instruction & 
assessment

• Offers resources requested by teachers
• Recommends resources that relate to topics of focus
• Shares research on emerging trends and best practices
• Supports teachers with accessing, selecting, using and evaluating 

resources that are high-quality and aligned
• Helps teachers integrate useful technology into their classroom 

instruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Share the key characteristics of mentor as resource provider outlined on the slide. While they will spend much of their time engaging in classroom support, these are other ways they can support their mentees. And often sharing resources can complement being a classroom supporter.
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Types of resources

• Materials to support differentiation
• Ideas for enhancing academic language
• Formative assessment tools
• Digital tools for effective technology 

integration
• High-quality curriculum supplements
• Evidence-based practices
• Instructional resources
• Stations/centers ideas
• Hands-on science experiments
• ….and more!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Share the list of types of resources a mentor may share with their mentee. The important thing to note is that the resource a mentor provides or shares with their mentee should be aligned to their SMART goal. Invite participants to raise their hand and share additional resources they could provide to mentees that are not already on this list. They can jot down these additional ideas on page 34 of their handout. 
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Resource Provider in Action

• Meet up with 9:00 partner.
• Read through the scenario.
• Discuss:

• How does the coach initially provide support?
• How does the coach go beyond simply finding & sharing the resources the 

teachers requested?
• How do the teachers react when the coach shares the resources?
• What was the long term impact of the coach’s initial interaction with the teachers?
• How did the initial interaction of simply sharing some resources turn into 

classroom support?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Tell participants that they will meet up with their 9:00 partners for this next activity during which they will read a snapshot of a coach in the resource provider role. Tell participants that even though the scenario refers to the “coach” - it is very applicable to their roles as mentors. With their partner, they will read the short scenario then engage in a short discussion using the discussion questions on page 35-36 of their handout.Ask participants to be ready to share out some key takeaways - especially about the last two questionsGive groups 6ish minutes to read & discuss before bringing everyone back together to debrief on the next slide.
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Whole Group Share

• How does the coach initially provide support?
• How does the coach go beyond simply finding & sharing the resources the 

teachers requested?
• How do the teachers react when the coach shares the resources?
• What was the long term impact of the coaches initial interaction with the 

teachers?
• How did the initial interaction of simply sharing some resources turn into 

classroom support like modeling and co-teaching?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: The slide has the discussion questions from the activity. Hone in on the last two questions asking participants to share some of their thoughts with the large group in regards to those questions. You may also call on participants based on what you heard them say earlier when working.A big key takeaway you should be prepared to discuss is that it is very easy for a mentor or coach to get stuck in the resource provider role and never move on to higher impact supports like being a classroom supporter. This snapshot is a great example of how the coach leveraged the resource provider role to jump start a trusting relationship with a group of teachers to ultimately have a larger impact through working together with them in their classrooms.



Debrief

Co-Planning

Classroom 
Supporter

Resource 
Provider

Curriculum/
Instructional 

Specialist

Debriefing

COMING 
SOON!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Just a quick slide to remind participants that even after engaging in support as a resource provider - you can still engage in a debrief. Debriefing is always a very important part of the process of providing support to a mentee. We will look into this in greater detail in the next module.



Let’s reflect

• What are some of the benefits of serving as a resource provider for your 
mentee?

• How confident are you feeling about providing this type of support to 
your mentee?

• What are some concrete actions you can take to ensure the resources you 
provide to your mentee are high-quality and aligned to their goal(s)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Here is another opportunity for participants to solidify their learning and do some self-reflection. Give participants just a few minutes here to engage in private reflection on the resource provider role by jotting down thoughts to the questions on the slide in their handouts on page 37 simply for themselves, not to share out. 



Provide Support: 3 Key Components

● Classroom supporter
● Resource provider
● Curriculum/Instructional specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Tell participants you will be moving to the last key component (animate slide). 
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Curriculum/Instructional Specialist

“The roles of curriculum specialist and instructional specialist are two 
sides of the same coin...
Curriculum is what students learn and its sequence, including the learning 
outcomes that are aligned with a set of curriculum-specific or 
interdisciplinary standards and forms of assessments that determine the 
level or scope of student learning...
Instruction, on the other hand, is about how learning occurs...
Both are intimately related and influence each other.”

Taking the Lead, J. Killion & C. Harrison

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Review the quotes on the slide. Explain that being a curriculum/instructional specialist is another way mentors can provide support for their mentees. The mentee’s goal will more than likely relate to curriculum and/or instruction and therefore the mentor will need to provide expertise in curriculum and instruction in order to support their mentee.
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What does this support look like?

Curriculum
• developing mentee’s 

understanding of the structure or 
organization of the curriculum

• deepening mentee’s content 
knowledge

• helping mentees to understand 
the distinction between standards 
& curriculum

• helping mentees to effectively 
implement the district curriculum

Instruction
• helping mentees select & 

implement instructional strategies 
to meet the learning needs of all 
students

• aligning instruction with curricula 
and standards

• develop teaching capabilities for 
implementing an instructional 
model

• differentiating instruction 
strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 20 minutesFacilitator does: This activity can be found on page 38 of their handouts. The roles of instructional specialist and a curriculum specialist are closely related.  The similarities and differences between them are subtle.Let participants know that in order to help them build understanding of these two methods of providing support, they will be working together with their 9:00 partner again using their an activity in their handouts to analyze, qualify and organize the characteristics of the two roles, helping them understand how they are alike and different. They’ll be engaging in the Comparison and Contrast protocol, which will engage them in delineating, differentiating, and distinguishing information.Have participants meet up with their 9:00 partners and give them 10 minutes to discuss the similarities and differences between the two types of support, to categorize the types of actions a mentor would take across the two roles, and to write a 1-sentence summary of each role.  Visit different groups and participate in the discussion, helping the participants see that the two roles go hand-in-hand, but that when acting as a curriculum specialist, the mentor focuses on helping the mentee understand and implement the curriculum and deepen their content knowledge, while when acting as an instructional specialist, they focus on the pedagogical strategies the teacher uses when teaching the curriculum to meet the needs of their students. Mentors must be aware of the importance of both of these roles.  They should also be aware that when being a classroom supporter or a resource provider they will likely be pulling on curriculum expertise, instructional expertise, or both!When you bring the group back together, ask anyone who made these points to share them with the group, or share them yourself.



Debrief

Co-Planning Debriefing

COMING 
SOON!!

Classroom 
Supporter

Resource 
Provider

Curriculum/
Instructional 

Specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Just a quick reminder that after engaging in this type of support a debrief would occur, which again will be addressed in the next module.



Let’s reflect

• How confident are you feeling about providing this type of support to 
your mentee?

• When might you provide this type of support with your mentee?

• Given your work so far with your mentee, how could you see these two 
roles benefiting them?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Here is the last opportunity for participants to solidify their learning about the different types of support and do some self-reflection.. Give participants just a few minutes here to engage in private reflection on the curriculum/instructional specialist support role by jotting down thoughts to the questions on the slide in their handouts on page XX simply for themselves, not to share out. 



BREAK!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutes



Scenario 
Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Now that we’ve learned about the different kinds of support a mentor can provide to their mentee, let’s take a look at some different scenarios to provide you with some practice in determining which type of support might best serve the mentee in each particular situation. After each scenario I am going to ask you to think about which support the mentor was providing in the scenario: modeling, co-teaching, resource provider, curriculum specialist, or instructional specialist. 



Try it out: Which support?

The teacher has been sharing with their mentor about how 
students really seem to get the concept she is teaching when they 
are working on procedural type math tasks, but when she puts the 
content into a new situation, like an application task, they can’t 
seem to find or choose a solution pathway to solve the problem. 
The teacher would like to learn how to facilitate an application task 
to support students in choosing a method for attacking a task. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Read the scenario aloud.Have participants write on a sticky note which support they would likely choose in this scenario and hold it up in the air.Walk around the room calling out common answers. Ask a few participants to explain why they chose the support they did. Push those who disagree to defend their reasoning.Because this scenario refers to the mentee learning and trying something new that she is really struggling with, modeling is likely the best classroom support.



Try it out: Which support?

Your mentee feels confident in facilitating discussions during reader 
circles in their classroom. He utilizes the district curriculum to ensure 
he is asking text-dependent questions, however, he wants to pre-plan 
some scaffolds and maybe some sentence stems so he is ready for 
when students may struggle in finding the evidence to support their 
answers. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Read the scenario aloud.Have participants write on a sticky note which support they would likely choose in this scenario and hold it up in the air.Walk around the room calling out common answers. Ask a few participants to explain why they chose the support they did. Push those who disagree to defend their reasoning.Because this scenario refers to the mentee needing help with learning about instructional strategies to help him differentiate his math centers, the mentor may take on the role of instructional specialist and engage in a few planning sessions where he/she shares some specific strategies to meet the mentee’s goal. 



Try it out: Which support?

Your mentee shares with you that when students are working on 
procedural skill/fluency tasks that it seems to be a “hit or miss” in 
the classroom in that some students are selecting the right tools 
and others not. They are pretty inconsistent. The teacher needs 
some support in being a little more deliberate on helping students 
to select appropriate tools. He is starting to do it but just needs a 
little more help/guidance. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Read the scenario aloud.Have participants write on a sticky note which support they would likely choose in this scenario and hold it up in the air.Walk around the room calling out common answers. Ask a few participants to explain why they chose the support they did. Push those who disagree to defend their reasoning.Because this mentee is building confidence with facilitating close reading and has specific things to focus on, co-teaching is likely the best classroom support.



Try it out: Which support?

Your mentee wants to improve her ability to use a graph to show 
whether the quantities represented in relevant real-world scenarios 
are proportional.  This is her goal because in a recent observation 
you noted that she was consistently modeling proportionality using 
data tables.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Read the scenario aloud.Have participants write on a sticky note which support they would likely choose in this scenario and hold it up in the air.Walk around the room calling out common answers. Ask a few participants to explain why they chose the support they did. Push those who disagree to defend their reasoning.Because this scenario refers to the mentee learning and trying something new, modeling is likely the best classroom support.



Try it out: Which support?

Your mentee wants to improve her ability in facilitating a writing 
lesson. While she would like to use something cutsie from Teachers 
Pay Teachers, she knows that there is a district curriculum that is 
supposed to be implemented. She shares it feels awkward and she 
isn’t sure how to take her lessons and implement them with 
students and make it feel authentic.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Read the scenario aloud.Have participants write on a sticky note which support they would likely choose in this scenario and hold it up in the air.Walk around the room calling out common answers. Ask a few participants to explain why they chose the support they did. Push those who disagree to defend their reasoning.Because this scenario refers to the mentee needing help with implementing the district curriculum, the mentor should put on their curriculum specialist hat and engage in a few planning sessions where they dig into the curriculum and practice implementing some lessons together. 



Try it out: Which support?

Your mentee has been pretty reluctant to get started working on the goal 
they set which focuses on pulling small groups during reader circles time 
and thoughtfully planning activities for the students she is not meeting 
with. She shares that she has tried to search for resources online but she 
gets overwhelmed with the wealth of ideas out there and typically just 
shuts down before really digging into any particular resource. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Read the scenario aloud.Have participants write on a sticky note which support they would likely choose in this scenario and hold it up in the air.Walk around the room calling out common answers. Ask a few participants to explain why they chose the support they did. Push those who disagree to defend their reasoning.Because this scenario refers to the mentee needing help with finding relevant resources to help jump start working toward her goal of planning thoughtful activities for the other students to do when meeting with small groups, serving in the role of resource provider and sharing just a few strong resources with her could help give her a focused starting point. 



Key Takeaway

When providing support for their mentee, 
mentors carefully consider the different roles 

they can undertake that will best meet the 
needs of the mentee. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 minutesFacilitator does: Read they key takeaway.



Connection to Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: So let’s take a look at where plan for interventions and model for best practices appear in the assessments of your mentoring practice. We will also look at which assessment the morning content aligns with. 



Mentoring to Improve…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: This slide includes animation - it is not messed up.Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: There are several connections we can make between the information learned during this module and the mentoring assessments. Take a few minutes and dig into the DEVELOP and IMPLEMENT sections of either assessment. Jot down where you see connections between today’s new learning and these 2 parts of the assessment.Facilitator does: Give participants 2 minutes to look through themselves. Walk around and peek in on what noticings participants are having.Have participants share out with the whole group their connections made. If the following points aren’t shared - be sure to share them:The artifact they submit in DEVELOP is the mentoring plan they just learned how to write. Mentoring Plan = Coaching PlanAll of the components listed that should be a part of the plan are included in the template. If they use the template, they will meet the criteria. Animate the slide. Artifacts they can submit to demonstrate relationship building include their partnership agreement, emails back and forth, get to know you surveys, Growth Mindset activities, etc. They can be used for both assessments.Artifacts for Coaching and Support include any look-fors documents used during models or co-teaches, co-planning meeting notes, debrief templates (more on this in the next module), photos or copies of resources provided to mentee, etc. Point out the importance of the annotating of artifacts. 



Work Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 25  minutesFacilitator does: Allow participants to log on and dig in more. They can start submitting artifacts or annotating items they already have. Ask questions. Etc. 



Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Let’s bring some closure to our time together today.



Preview of Module 5

•Use powerful questioning in conversations related to 
mentee’s growth and development

• Communicate clear and actionable feedback to 
mentee

• Create a mentoring plan to meet the specific needs of 
a mentee based on observation data

• Understand the different structures a debrief should 
take depending on the support provided

• Plan for and engage in a debrief conversation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Review what’s to come in the next module.
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• Continue to plan forward for how you’ll lay the groundwork for 
the work required for the assessments.
• Bring all of your mentor materials to each session - especially 

the artifacts of your work you’ll be collecting when you start 
your work with your mentee!

• Review the mentoring plan template at the end of today’s 
handout. 
• Jot down thoughts and questions to discuss at the next session.

Homework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Review the homework participants need to complete between sessions.



Exit Ticket

Get two sticky notes:

1. Biggest takeaway 
2. One question you 

currently have

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Everyone please take out two sticky notes.  Label your first sticky note #1 and write down 1 big takeaway you have from today’s learning. Label your second sticky note #2 and write down 1 question you currently have as we head out for the day. Please bring your sticky notes up to the facilitators before you head out.Note to facilitators: After participants leave for the day, work together as a facilitator pair to review the takeaways and questions on the sticky notes.Prioritize which takeaways to share: which takeaways did many people say? Which takeaways are particularly insightful and will move mentor thinking forward?Prioritize which questions to share and answer: which questions will NOT be answered tomorrow and are necessary for the mentors to understand their role, the mentor cycle, and the mentor program of modules and assessments?
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